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THE DRISCOLL DIFFERENCE:

Your key to
obtaining the
expertise
needed to
meet your
bonding
needs.
A

fter serving major contractors for more
than 50 years, the Driscoll Agency truly
understands the unique risks, insurance requirements and surety demands of the construction
industry.
Managing risk can be very difficult. Which is
why it’s critical to obtain adequate and proper
insurance coverages. Our underwriting specialists
will work with your best interests in mind when
proposing solutions to your insurance needs.
When it’s time to navigate through the complexities of surety bonding, you can rely on our
expertise and connections to get you aggressive representation and unbeatable access to
industry decision-makers.

“The entire surety bonding team at
Driscoll has the experience, expertise
and industry contacts to give us the best
possible representation and service.
In an industry as specialized as ours,
we wouldn’t consider letting any other
agency handle this important need of
our company.” – Satisfied Client
To discover the Driscoll difference, contact
Tim Lyons, Bond Department Manager at
781-421-2560 or tlyons@driscollagency.com.
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Connecting people, commerce and communities.

TM

Our approach to building roads is a little different.
For us, it’s not just about making asphalt and paving roads.
We promise excellence. It’s that simple.
Palmer Paving Corporation, Inc — palmerpaving.com
25 Blanchard Street
Palmer, MA 01069
413-283-8354
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Stephanie
Pollack

I look forward to continuing to work together toward these shared and important goals.

This CIP and its implementation reflect the continued commitment of MassDOT and the MBTA to identify and complete projects
that are of the highest benefit to residents and businesses across the Commonwealth. MassDOT will continue to monitor and
benchmark progress toward meeting statewide transportation goals.

This Plan was shaped by careful planning and prioritization work, as well as public participation. In building this Plan, MassDOT
and the MBTA collected and benefited from comments and recommendations of transportation partners and stakeholders,
elected officials, and others. I thank all of those who participated for their continued interest in transportation investment.

This CIP will also fund the continued study, permitting, and/or design of several complex and regionally significant projects,
including the expansion of Boston’s South Station, the South Coast Rail project, the multi-modal reconstruction of the I-90
interchange in the Allston area of Boston, and the I-90/I-495 interchange in Westborough. Overall, only 11 percent of this CIP
has been set aside for the physical expansion of the transportation system. Of the approximately $2.0 billion for expansion
investments, about $1.4 billion is set aside for the Green Line Extension project.

The allocation of funds contained in this CIP reflects this priority-driven investment strategy. About 49 percent of the $17.3 billion
in total capital investments over the next five years will go to improve the reliability of the core transportation system. Another 30
percent is to modernize existing assets so that they can better accommodate current or anticipated growth and meet today’s
demands, such as increased accessibility and safety requirements that may not have existed when these assets were initially
planned and constructed.

The portfolio of strategic investments contained in this CIP update continues to be organized into three important priority areas:
system reliability, asset modernization, and capacity expansion. These priorities form the foundation of not only this Plan, but of
a vision for MassDOT and the MBTA to provide all Massachusetts residents, communities, and businesses with access to safe
and reliable transportation options.

A new economic impact methodology for scoring projects, which is in development for the 2020-2024 update, will be informed by
the Baker-Polito administration’s Housing Choice Initiative, which is currently underway.

Improvements to the capital planning process in this CIP update include: additional refinements to the Planning for Performance
(PfP) tool to incorporate new asset data; development of the Transportation Asset Management Plan (TAMP) for the Highway
Division and the Transit Asset Management plan (TAM) for the MBTA and the Regional Transit Authorities (RTAs); and
improved methodology to allow for year-over-year comparison and consistent metrics for analysis of the equitable distribution of
investments. The TAMP and TAM plans reflect a ten-year time frame and will inform investment decisions across the
Commonwealth.

On behalf of the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) and the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
(MBTA), I am pleased to present this 2019-2023 Capital Investment Plan (CIP) Update. This Plan continues significant and
sustained investment in the transportation infrastructure that serves residents and businesses across the Commonwealth. This
document also reflects the ongoing transformation of the CIP process as MassDOT and the MBTA seek to reinvent capital
planning for the Commonwealth’s statewide, multi-modal transportation system.

Letter from the Secretary & CEO
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$3,905.6
Highway
$1,926.8

$266.8(millions)

Aeronautics

$25.3 (millions)

*Totals may not add due to rounding

30%

11%

5%

6%

Overall program spending breakdown*

*Totals may not add due to rounding

Highway

Aeronautics

49%

$43.9

IT

$57.5

IT

$53.4

Rail

$249.4

Rail

$136.0

Rail

$60.8

Transit

$128.0

Transit

$1,000.0

$1,000.0

Chapter 90

Five-year total

$16,944.2

$17,274.1

$848.1

$1,926.5

$2,148.1
Expansion

$902.1

$5,122.9

$3,247.1

Modernization

Planning,
Enterprises
Services, &
Other

$8,376.6

SFY 201923

$60.0

OTP

$0

OTP

$3.6

OTP

$9,647.0

SFY 201822

$1,288.9

MBTA

$63.9

RMV

$1.1

RMV

Reliability

millions

$441.6(millions)

Highway

$2,948.8

MBTA

$3,764.5

MBTA

Program investments by Division

$329.9

-$54.0

-

-$221.6

$1,875.9

-$1,270.4

Differences

$1,926.5

Total*

SFY19-23

$5,122.9

SFY19-23

Total*

$8,376.6

Total *

SFY19-23
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Phase 2 focused on input from the general public through
the online commenting tool and public meetings across the
Commonwealth, consistent with past years. Finally, in
Phase 3 all comments were analyzed using qualitative data
analysis software, and relevant comments were provided to
divisions for further input and response. Major themes have
been documented and incorporated as part of the final CIP.

For this update, there was three-pronged approach to public
and stakeholder engagement. Phase 1 focused on
engagement with established stakeholders and groups as
well as the identification of new, groups across all
MassDOT and MBTA divisions. In addition, social media
platforms were utilized to highlight transportations
investments completed under prior CIPs, as well as ongoing
efforts under the 2019-2023 CIP.

This CIP has evolved from previous plans in fundamental
ways. It continues to be informed by a strategic vision,
which was influenced by public and stakeholder input
sought from the beginning of the process. The vision was
built around built around funding programs within which
projects were selected based on an objective and
comparative evaluation.

This MassDOT/MBTA Capital Investment Plan (CIP) update
for fiscal years 2019-2023 represents a sustained shift in
the process of capital budgeting at MassDOT and the
MBTA. Prior to the 2017-2021 CIP, transportation capital
plans consisted almost entirely of long lists of funded
projects. Previous plans did not effectively provide strategic
context or demonstrable evidence that selected
investments, chosen out of thousands of possible projects,
would best accomplish the overall goals of the agency and
of the Commonwealth.
Modernization B1

Modernize the
transportation
system to make
it safer and
more accessible
and to
accommodate
growth

Project 1

Reliability A3a

Project 2

Reliability A3b

Modernization B3a

Project 1

Modernization B3b

Project 2

3. Finally CIP project lists were
identified from within Programs

Industrial
rail access
program
Highway
bridges

Modernization B2

Example:

Example:

Expansion C3a

Project 1

Expansion C3b

Project 2

Bicycle /
Pedestrian
program

Example:

Expansion C2

Expansion C1

Expand diverse
transportation
options for
communities
throughout the
Commonwealth

2. Next each Division developed Programs
to guide specific types of investment

Maintain and
improve the
overall condition
and reliability
of the
transportation
system

Reliability A1

1. Strategic priorities come first,
expressing DOT’s broadest goals

Capital planning approach

And
looks
great
doing
it!

Whether
streetscape,
landscape or
hardscape,
granite lasts
five times
longer than
concrete

WS

WILLIAMS
STONE
COMPANY

celebrating 70 years of
superior domestic granite
www.williamsstone.com
800-832-2052
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►

►

►

Necessary routine and capital
maintenance
State of Good Repair projects
designed primarily to bring asset
condition up to an acceptable level
Asset management and system
preservation projects

Maintain and improve the overall
condition and reliability of the
transportation system

1

Reliability

►

►

►

Compliance with federal mandates
or other statutory requirements for
safety and/or accessibility
improvements
Projects that go beyond State of
Good Repair and substantially
modernize existing assets
Projects that provide expanded
capacity to accommodate current or
anticipated demand on existing
transportation systems

Modernize the transportation
system to make it safer and more
accessible and to accommodate
growth

2

Modernization

►

►

Projects that expand highway,
transit, and rail networks and/or
services
Projects that expand bicycle and
pedestrian networks to provide
more transportation options and
address health and sustainability
objectives

Expand diverse transportation
options for communities
throughout the Commonwealth

3

Expansion

The three priorities for CIP investment are, in order of importance: Reliability, Modernization
and Expansion. These priorities express the broadest goals for MassDOT and MBTA
investments. Approximately 49% of the investments in this CIP update are for improvements in
system reliability, followed by 30% for modernization of transportation assets, and finally 11%
for expansion of the transportation network. The remaining investments support our municipal
partners’ transportation needs through the Chapter 90 reimbursement program, and
MassDOT/MBTA Planning and Enterprise Services.

Priorities

CIM Construction Journal
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Example

< Planning for
Performance
Tool

MassDOT and the MBTA established funding programs under each of the priorities. These
programs encompass the most important capital responsibilities of the agency, including
repairing pavement and bridges, purchasing new subway cars, upgrading runways at
municipal airports, and many other activities. This CIP update improves on the connection
between investment programs and asset management. Some programs were refined to more
concretely account for the assets within the program, while others were replaced or newly
created.

Programs
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6%

30%

12%

5%

6%

2 / Modernization

3 / Expansion**

Planning &
Enterprise
Services

Chapter 90

*Totals may not add due to rounding

$1,926.8

$25.3

$1,000.0

$501.6

$3,905.6

Highway

$266.8

Aeronautics

IT

$43.9

$57.5

$136.0

$1,288.9

$249.4
$53.4

Rail

$2,948.8

$3,764.5

MBTA

Overall spending by priority by Division *(in $ millions)

49%

RMV

$63.9

$1.1

Transit

$60.8

$128.0

Please continue in order to explore highlighted investments included in
the 2019-2023 CIP update.

The 2019-2023 CIP update continues the investment strategy of the prior
CIP. A majority of funds go toward the reliability and modernization of our
transportation system, and modest investments are made in expansion of
the system. Presented to the left and below is an overview of investments
across priority and Division.

**Includes Bicycle and Pedestrian Modal Implementation program spending under
Highway that is programmed in Planning & Enterprise Services

49%

% of Total
Spending

1 / Reliability

Spending
Priority

Overall spending by priority*

30%

11%

5%

Overall spending by priority*

Investments overview
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► Eliminated a number of complex manual processes that
supported MassDOT capital planning and the federal
reimbursement process.

► Implemented an automated, electronic application for the
federal aid programming office (FAPRO)

► Application supports construction progress reporting in
an unbiased format and provides links to the payment
system to record pay slips and work performed.

► Developed new field inspection report application for Highway
field engineers which standardizes the procedure to record and
approve daily inspection reports across all highway projects.

Information Technology

► Eliminates need for a new airport administration building
(cost savings of $2.5 million)

► Began the build-out (second floor addition) of the snow removal
equipment building at Norwood Airport ($1.5 million)

► Installed security cameras at five (5) public use airports to halt
aircraft break-ins, and provide clear runway & gate visibility.

► State of good repair construction contract awards projected to exceed
$450M in FY18; three times the amount awarded in FY16 and 37
percent higher than FY17

► AFC 2.0 implementation reached commercial and financial close in
March 2018

► Positive Train Control hardware and software installation continues in
advance of December 2018 deadline

► First new Orange Line pilot cars arrived for testing in December 2017;
construction began on Orange Line infrastructure improvements

► Green Line Extension $1 billion Design-Build contract awarded in
November 2017 with notice to proceed in December 2017; first Green
Line pilot cars arrived March 2018

MBTA
Major milestones:

► 97% of the construction program spending on statewide
reliability/maintenance and modernization investments was
delivered

► 2.2% of interstate pavement in poor condition in FY17, meeting
current target of less than 5%

► 92% of construction contracts completed on or under budget in
FY17

► Average of 12 minutes saved on eastbound trips along I90 from I-495 to South Boston

► 86% of transactions processed with an E-Z Pass

► 156.8 million transactions processed

► All electronic tolling (AET) successfully implemented November
2016; as of February 2017:

► Reconstructed Runway 5-23 and Runway Safety Areas (RSAs)
at Lawrence Municipal Airport

► Extends the useful life of the pavement and provides
safe and unobstructed runway access for crash, fire, and
emergency rescue equipment.

Highway

Aeronautics

SFY 2018 accomplishments
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► 41,000 trucks have been removed from the road with
completion of nine IRAP projects

► Replaced Lewis Wye switch in Walpole

► Reconstructed track, paving, and electric power for
Cape Flyer trainset at Hyannis Yard

► Reconstructed track and paving at Wharf Yard in Fall
River

► Surfaced, lined, and tamped 210,000 feet of rail track
(approximately 35 miles)

► Reconstructed and upgraded 19 grade crossings and
made signal upgrades to 8 crossings

► Replaced three existing culverts

► Replaced one bridge

► Made major repairs to 17 bridges

► Provided construction funding ($39 million) for Year 2 of 3 for
PVTA’s Cottage Street operations & maintenance facility

► Includes additional 1000 SF of interior space, improved
customer amenities and ticketing technology

► Funded the LRTA’s Gallaher Intermodal Center (Terminal
Improvement) project in Lowell

► 135 RTA <30 ft buses replaced

► 45 RTA >30 ft buses replaced

► Funded a total of 181 replacement vehicles for Regional Transit
Authorities

Transit

► Added 10 more AAA locations so that all AAA locations in the
state are offering Registry services, 34 in total.

► Inspected 200 bridges and culverts

► Installed 77,000 crossties and 1,100 switch timbers

► Opened 3 new Service Centers in Brockton, Plymouth, and
Leominster to provide enhanced customer experience

► Purchased and distributed 33,000 tons of ballast stone,

► Made asset improvements with the following investments:

► Registry began offering federally compliant REAL ID
credentials

► Release 1 went live on March 26, 2018

► ATLAS

► Received approval for draft supplemental environmental impact
report (DSEIR) for South Coast Rail project

► MEPA certificate issued March 30, 2018

Registry of Motor Vehicles

Rail
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millions

$750.0

$800.0

$850.0

$900.0

$950.0

$1,000.0

SFY 2016

$827.5

SFY 2017

$822.1

$859.3

Change in assumptions
from SFY 2018-2022
plan to SFY 2019-2023
plan update

SFY 2018

$884.1

SFY 2019

+$72.2

$871.3

$951.3

SFY 2020

+$40.0

$855.4

$895.4

Prior actuals

SFY 2021

+$35.0

$855.5

$890.5

SFY 2018 plan

Bond cap: SFY 2018-2022 plan versus SFY 2019-2023 plan update

SFY 2022

+$7.5

$912.5
$905.0

SFY 2023

Although 2023 is a new
fiscal year in this CIP
update, $875.8 million
(average of FY18-FY22
targets) is used as a
comparison of 5th year
bond cap funding.

-$18.3

$857.5

$875.8

SFY 2019 update

Plan update: bond cap comparisons
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$3,905.6
Highway
$1,926.8

$266.8(millions)

Aeronautics

$25.3 (millions)

*Totals may not add due to rounding

30%

11%

5%

6%

Overall program spending breakdown*

*Totals may not add due to rounding

Highway

Aeronautics

49%

$43.9

IT

$57.5

IT

$53.4

Rail

$249.4

Rail

$136.0

Rail

$60.8

Transit

$128.0

Transit

$1,000.0

$1,000.0

Chapter 90

Five-year total

$16,944.2

$17,274.1

$848.1

$1,926.5

$2,148.1
Expansion

$902.1

$5,122.9

$3,247.1

Modernization

Planning,
Enterprises
Services, &
Other

$8,376.6

SFY 2019- 23

$60.0

OTP

$0

OTP

$3.6

OTP

$9,647.0

SFY 2018- 22

$1,288.9

MBTA

$63.9

RMV

$1.1

RMV

Reliability

millions

$441.6(millions)

Highway

$2,948.8

MBTA

$3,764.5

MBTA

Program investments by Division

$329.9

-$54.0

-

-$221.6

$1,875.9

-$1,270.4

Differences

$1,926.5

Total*

SFY19-23

$5,122.9

SFY19-23

Total*

$8,376.6

Total *

SFY19-23
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$-

$50

$100

$150

$200

$250

$300

$350

$400

$450

$500

SFY19

$200.00

$7.00
$5.00

$229.93

Chapter 90 apportionments

SFY20

$200.00

$5.00
$5.00

$238.50

Municipal bridge

SFY21

SFY22

$200.00

$5.00

$5.00

$200.00

$7.97

$248.29

SFY23

$200.00

$5.00

$7.97

$253.71

FHWA funds distributed by formula to MPOs

(in millions)

$7.97

$243.33

Complete streets

Annual funding available for municipal roadway investments

► Over one-third of Highway Division state and federal funds in this plan update go to
support investments in municipal roadways and bridges

Funding for municipalities
Five-year total =
$2.3 billion

SALES

RENTALS

PARTS

SERVICE
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The highlighted
program budget
updates do not
reflect all budget
updates, rather
changes that are
most noteworthy

Program budget
changes

$0

Highway / Allston MultiModal Implementation

$350.0

Highway / Tunnels

$273.9

$235.8

Highway / Safety
Improvements

Highway / Capacity

$150.0

Highway / Roadway
Improvements

$1,261.0

$543.9

Highway / Non-interstate
pavement

Highway / Roadway
Reconstruction

$281.7

Highway / Interstate
pavement

$161.5

Highway / Facilities
$160.7

$50.0

Highway / Retainage and
Utility Payments

Highway / Intersection
improvements

$660.0

2018-2022
program budget
(in millions)

Highway / Design, ROW,
Environmental

Program

$16.0

$308.1

Program reflects investment in roadways, multimodal bus and rail station, rail layover & yard,
and pedestrian / open space

Program includes allocation of $34.2 million in
design/project management cost allocation

Program includes allocation of $157.6 million
in design/project management cost allocation

Program includes allocation of $43.8 million in
design/project management cost allocation

$393.8
$1,418.6

Program includes allocation of $29.5 million in
design/project management cost allocation

Program includes allocation of $18.8 million in
design/project management cost allocation

Program includes allocation of $68.0 million in
design/project management cost allocation

Program includes allocation of $35.2 million in
design/project management cost allocation

Program includes allocation of $20.1 million in
design/project management cost allocation

Program includes allocation of $20.2 million in
design/project management cost allocation

Program costs allocated to appropriate
individual CIP programs

Program costs allocated to appropriate
individual CIP programs support by efforts

Comments

$265.3

$168.8

$611.9

$316.9

$180.8

$181.7

$0.0

$0.0

2019-2023
program
budget

Plan update: program budget changes
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The highlighted
program budget
updates do not
reflect all budget
updates, rather
changes that are
most noteworthy

Program budget
updates
continued

MBTA / Customer
Experience & Technology

$104.0

$25.0

MBTA / Process
Improvements and
Innovation

$622.3

$160.0

$950.0

$1,289.9

$177.1

$355.0

$265.0

$15.0

$180.6

2019-2023
program
budget

MBTA / AFC 2.0

$1,285.6

MBTA / Track, Signals,
and Power

$538.8

MBTA / Risk Management
& Mitigation
$1,702.7

$112.6

MBTA / Facilities

MBTA/ Revenue Vehicles

$224.2

$9.6

IT / Cyber and Information
Security

MBTA / Accessibility

$220.5

2018-2022
program
budget
(in millions)

Highway / Bicycle and
Pedestrian

Program

Initiatives combined in 2018-2022 under System
Improvements program; split into three different
programs for 2019-2023

Program reflects scope for RL/OL work now in
separate program

Program reflects decrease since Red
Line/Orange Line vehicles are now in their own
program

Renamed program; program reflects
investments in OSHA and security upgrades

Program reflects increase in additional spending
on bus maintenance facilities & Integrated Fleet
and Facilities Plan (IFFP)

Program reflects increase in additional Plan for
Accessible Transit Infrastructure Investments
(PATI) investment

Program increased to include compliance with
Article 87 – Executive Office of Technology
Services and Security (EOTSS) initiatives

Program includes allocation of $20.0 million in
design/project management costs and reflects
transfer of $60 million to new program

Comments
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The highlighted
program budget
updates do not
reflect all budget
updates, rather
changes that are
most noteworthy

Program budget
updates
continued

$92.3

$58.0

$0.0

$100.0

$102.1

Transit / RTA Vehicle
Replacement

Rail / South Coast Rail

Rail / Track and ROW
expansion
RMV / ATLAS

$61.5

$0.0

$108.0

$1,364.5

$59.0

$637.5

$1,565.7

2019-2023
program
budget

MBTA / Green Line
Extension

$1,587

$0

MBTA / Commuter Rail
Safety and Resiliency

MBTA / Expansion

$0

2018-2022
program
budget
(in millions)

MBTA / Red Line/Orange
Line Infrastructure

Program

Reflects remaining spending on ATLAS
implementation

Program previously included funding for
South Coast Rail project; no funds
programmed in 2019-2023 for other track
and ROW expansion projects.

Program reflects funding for South Coast Rail
project early construction activities (SFY
2019); was included under Track and ROW
expansion in 2018-2022 plan. Finance plan
is under development.

Program reflects additional investment to
address fleet asset condition

Program reflects GLX project cash flows
which were included under expansion
projects program in 2018-2022 plan

Program reflects remaining spending on
existing non-GLX expansion projects (no new
investments); 2018-2022 program included
GLX investment which is now in its own
program

Program reflects various safety and
resiliency efforts underway on commuter rail
network, including PTC

Program includes vehicle procurements,
signal work and infrastructure investments

Comments
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$4,206.2
$91.9
$154.1
$160.0
$279.3
$265.1

$106.5
$$14.3
$20.0
$$10.9

$890.4
$75.7
$64.7
$34.0
$83.1
$49.4

$22.3
$ $3.3
$0.4
$ $10.9

Bond cap

Accelerated Bridge bonds

Rail enhancement bonds

CARM

Metropolitan Highway system (MHS)
pay-go

Western Turnpike (WT) pay-go

Tobin Bridge (Tobin) pay-go

Gaming

Municipal and local funds

Reimbursable and 3rd parties

Public private partnerships***

$1,898.6

Total sources*

Subtotal of non-federal sources
Total Sources*

Other State funds

$732.8
$1,277.8

$-

$8,002.2

$4,306.3

$-

$5.4

$550.6

$162.6
Pay-Go lockbox (MBTA)

$4.6

$84.0

$14.4
Reimbursable and 3rd parties

Capital maintenance fund

$75.0
$0.0
Municipal and local funds (GLX)

$1.3

$$0.7

$-

$336.7

$1,854.9

$206.1

$97.9

$1,097.0

$185.3

$0.4

Metropolitan Highway system (MHS)
pay-go

Gaming funds

Positive Train Control (PTC) financing

MBTA Revenue bonds

Rail enhancement bonds

Accelerated Bridge bonds

$0.4

$60.9

Bond cap

$301.0

$3,695.8
$545.0

Other federal funds

Subtotal federal sources

$827.7

$2,752.2

$5.9

$92.6

$399.1

$109.9

5-year Total

$4.3

FTA Full funding grant agreement
(GLX FFGA)

Federal Transit (FTA)
reimbursements and grant draws

$49.0

FY 19

* Totals may not add due to rounding | ** FTA reimbursements for MassDOT projects only; RTA federal funds are not included; | *** MassDOT is exploring
Public-Private Partnership options for the 2019-2023 CIP. | **** These are new funds made available to MassDOT

$1,234.2

Subtotal of non-federal sources*

$5,307.8
$9,370.5

$4,062.6

$664.4

Subtotal federal sources*

Other State Funds****

$4.6

$3.5

Federal Rail (FRA) reimbursements
and grant draws

$209.6

$24.1

$37.0

$4.6

$3,824.4

Federal Aviation (FAA)
reimbursements and grant draws

Federal Transit (FTA)
reimbursements**

$619.2

Federal Highway (FHWA)
reimbursements

Projected sources (in millions)

Federal Highway (FHWA)
reimbursements

Final 5-year Total
Federal sources of funds

Final FY 19

0%7$VSHQGLQJE\VRXUFH

Federal sources of funds

Projected sources (in millions)

MassDOT spending by source
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Small enough to

Authorized Doosan Dealers

Equipment East, LLC
61 Silva Lane, Dracut, MA 01826
978-454-3320

1474 Route 3A, Bow, NH 03304
603-410-5540

www.equipmenteast.com
Doosan® and the Doosan logo are registered trademarks of Doosan Corp. in the United States and
various other countries around the world. 18-D011

We offer the Doosan® equipment
operators demand and the service you
count on to bring strength to every job.
Our knowledgeable staff can assist you
with rental, sales, service and parts.
Call or stop by today to experience the
industrial strength of Doosan.
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MBTA

$15.5

Information Technology / Asset management

$4.7

Rail / Vehicle reliability

$4,411.6

$269.3(millions

)

Highway

Aeronautics

$59.5

IT

$3,775.4

$252.4

Rail

$10.0
$92.3

Transit / RTA vehicle replacement

Transit / Technical assistance

$50.1
$17.5

$235.0

$355.0

$400.8

$138.3

Transit / RTA facility and vehicle maintenance

Transit / Mobility assistance program

RMV / Operations Management

$1.1

$36.5

Rail / Grade crossings

Rail / Track and right-of-way reliability

$16.7

Rail / Facility reliability

Rail / Bridges

MBTA / Track, signals, and power

MBTA / System upgrades

MBTA / Stations

MBTA / Facilities

MBTA / Revenue vehicles

$56.2

$15.0

Information Technology / Cyber/information security

MBTA / Bridges and tunnels

$19.9

Information Technology / Digital infrastructure

$4.6
$9.1

$1.1

RMV

$393.8

$265.3

$168.8

$316.9

$181.7

$75.0

$146.0

$50.0

$0.0

$123.3

Information Technology / Desktop experience

OTP/ Pre-apprenticeship

Highway / Tunnels

Highway / Safety improvements

Highway / Roadway improvements

Highway / Non-interstate pavement

Highway / Municipal bridge

Highway / Interstate pavement

Highway / Facilities

Highway / Equipment

Highway / Bridge

Highway / All-electronic tolling

Aeronautics / Airport capital improvement

Aeronautics / Airport pavement management system

$544.7

$611.9

$169.9

Transit

$8,943.7

Total SFY19-23

$950.0

$1,289.9

$2,281.7

Five-year program budget in millions

Reliability investments by program
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This program includes a full range of airport state of good
repair projects. This program is necessary to continue safe
and efficient airport operations and services.

This program maintains the quality of pavement “inside the
airport fence” at an adequate level. This program is
necessary to continue safety and maintenance programs
at public-use airports.

2018 – 72% average PCI; 2020 – 85% average
PCI; Long term – 85% average PCI

Not established in Tracker

* Tracker targets published in MassDOT’s Annual Performance Report, November 2017

$146.0 million over five years

$123.3 million over five years

80% of vegetation management work
planned is completed each year.

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

2023

PfP tool forecast 87 average PCI for airport pavement by

Tracker target*

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Airport Capital
Improvement

Airport Pavement
Management System

Reliability programs for Aeronautics
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This program maintains, reconstructs and replaces state
and municipally owned bridges across the Commonwealth.

This program converted the I-90 corridor from the New
York border to Boston from a cash, toll booth system to a
cashless system. Included in the program is the demolition
of the former toll booths and realignment of exits and
interchanges on the I-90 corridor.

2018 – 90%; 2020 – 92%; Long term 95% E-Z Pass payment rate (vs. payby-plate)

$2,281.7 million over five years

To be determined

$66.6 million – full implementation
achieved; no spending in 2019-2023;
program will be closed

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

To be determined

2018 - <14%; 2020 - <13%; Long term
<10% NHS deck area in structural
deficiency

PfP tool forecast Under development

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Bridge

All-electronic tolling

Reliability programs for Highway
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This program maintains, repairs and replaces buildings,
salt sheds, garages, vent buildings, and
telecommunications and other systems owned by the
Highway Division.

This program makes routine purchases of vehicles,
equipment and other capital assets. This program is
necessary for the daily operation of the department.

Not established in Tracker

$181.7 million over
five years

To be determined

$75.0 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

To be determined

Not established in Tracker

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Facilities

Equipment
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This program assists municipalities in repairing and
replacing town owned bridges with a span length of less
than 20 feet.

This program resurfaces and performs related work on the
interstate system. This program is necessary to improve
pavement conditions.

2018 – 98%; 2020 – 88%; Long term 99% of pavement in good or excellent
condition

$50.0 million over
five years

Number of inspections completed

$316.9 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

To be determined; set in accordance w/
federal performance requirements

Not established in Tracker

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Under development

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Municipal Bridge

Interstate Pavement
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$168.8 million over
five years

To be determined

$611.9 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

To be determined; set in accordance w/
federal performance requirements

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Under development

Not established in Tracker

Program performance:

Program performance:
Tracker target

This program supports pot hole, fencing, guardrail, and sidewalk
maintenance, repairs and other related improvements on noninterstate, state owned roadways. This program also includes
federally funded storm water retrofit projects. This program is
preventative in nature, and is necessary to maximize the useful
life and condition of roadways.

This program resurfaces and performs related work on
non-interstate roads owned by MassDOT. This program is
necessary to fulfill system wide maintenance contracts to
improve pavement condition and also includes site-specific
projects.

2018 – 62%; 2020 – 62%; Long term 62% of pavement in good or excellent
condition

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Tracker target

Roadway
improvements

Non-Interstate
pavement
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This improves lighting, life safety systems and tunnel
infrastructure within the tunnel network.

This program repairs traffic signals, highway lighting
systems, impact attenuators, traffic signs and pavement
markings. This program is necessary to provide a safe
roadway network for Commonwealth residents and
visitors.

2018 – 0.63 fatalities; 6 injuries*
2020 - 0.62 fatalities; 6 injuries*
Long term – move to zero

*Tracker target per 100 million vehicle miles traveled (VMT)

$393.8 million over
five years

To be determined

$265.3 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Crash cluster; crash data

Not established in Tracker

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Tunnels

Safety
Improvements

38
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This program rehabilitates and replaces the MBTA revenue
fleet, which includes commuter rail, heavy rail, light rail,
bus and ferry units.

This program repairs, reconstructs and replaces MBTA
commuter rail and transit bridges and tunnels system-wide.

Not established in Tracker

Number of structurally deficient
bridges that have a condition rating
under 4 points on the Pontis Scale*

*Pontis is a bridge management system licensed by AASHTO (American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials) to store the condition of bridge structures. Pontis rates
bridge condition on a scale of 1 to 9 with 9 being new.

$544.7 million over
five years

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

% of units beyond useful life
benchmark

% of revenue vehicles that meet or
exceed the useful life benchmark**

acceptable period of use in service of a capital asset for a particular transit
provider’s operating environment.

**Useful Life Benchmark (ULB) is defined as the expected lifecycle or the

*Federally Mandated Transit Asset Management (TAM) Requirement

FY2019-2023 program budget:
$1,289.9 million over
five years

TAM requirement*

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Revenue vehicles

Bridges and tunnels

Reliability programs for MBTA

READY MIX
CONCRETE
245 TRIPP STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02724

Saturday Deliveries

508-675-7540

FALLRIVERREADYMIX.COM
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This program rehabilitates and upgrades MBTA stations
(e.g., commuter rail, commuter boat, subway and bus
stations).

This program rehabilitates and upgrades maintenance and
administrative facilities that support transit operations.

% of facilities with condition rating
<3.0 in TERM* scale

*FTA TERM (Transit Economic Requirements Model) condition assessment scale
of 1-5, in which an asset in need of immediate repair or replacement is scored as
one (1), whereas a new asset with no visible defects is scored as five (5)

*FTA TERM (Transit Economic Requirements Model) condition assessment scale
of 1-5, in which an asset in need of immediate repair or replacement is scored as
one (1), whereas a new asset with no visible defects is scored as five (5)

$400.8 million over
five years

% of facilities rated <3.0 on TERM*
scale

$355.0 million over
five years

TAM requirement*

FY2019-2023 program budget:

% of facilities rated <3.0 on TERM*
scale

% of facilities with condition rating
<3.0 in TERM* scale

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

TAM requirement*

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Stations

Facilities
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This program rehabilitates, replaces and upgrades track,
signal and power assets across the commuter rail and
transit system.

This program upgrades a wide range of MBTA systems
including communications, security, computer technology,
fare collection, asset management and environmental
remediation systems. It also rehabilitates non-revenue
vehicles and equipment.

Non-revenue vehicles: % of vehicles
beyond Useful Life Benchmark

$950.0 million over
five years

% of track segments with performance
restrictions

$235.0 million over
five years

TAM requirement*

FY2019-2023 program budget:

% of non-revenue service vehicles
exceeding Useful Life Benchmark

% of track segments with performance
restrictions

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

TAM requirement*

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Track, signals, and
power

System upgrades
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$16.7 million over
five years

To be determined

$56.2 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

To be determined

Not established in Tracker

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Not established in Tracker

Program performance:

Program performance:

Tracker target

This program repairs or replaces rail facilities, specifically
rail yards and stations, to avoid deterioration or maintain
the facility’s utility. Prioritization of program projects will
reflect condition reports, type of risk/usage, and any
contractual or regulatory requirements for action. This
program is necessary to maintain a safe and reliable rail
system.

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

This program repairs or replaces bridges to avoid
deterioration, keep or restore class of line, or maintain
utility. Prioritization of projects within this program reflect
most recent inspections, type of usage (ex: hazardous
cargo), and any contractual or regulatory requirements for
action.

Facility reliability

Bridges

Reliability programs for Rail
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$4.7 million over
five years

To be determined

$36.5 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Approximately 20 grade crossings per
year can be improved at this funding

Not established in Tracker

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

state

PfP tool forecast 54% of grade crossings in desired

1.79 highway-rail incidents/1000 grade
crossings

Program performance:

Program performance:

Tracker target

This program repairs, replaces, or acquires rail equipment
(locomotives, coaches, ballast cars, light duty vehicles,
etc.) to facilitate reliable service, avoid deterioration, or
support activities to maintain or restore class of line. This
program is necessary to maintain the rail system in good
condition.

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

This program repairs or replaces grade crossings to avoid
deterioration, keep or restore class of line, or maintain the
crossing’s utility. Prioritization of projects in this program
will reflect federal guidelines, most recent inspections, type
of usage (ex: hazardous cargo), and any contractual or
regulatory requirements for action. This program is
necessary to maintain a safe and reliable rail system.

Vehicle reliability

Grade crossings

You put building first.

We put you first.
Whether you’re a plumber, an electrician or a
general or specialty contractor, you need a risk
plan developed by an agent who puts your needs
first. As one of the largest independent insurance
agencies in New England, we can design a

Need Granite
Curbing?
NEED IT Fast?

competitive and comprehensive insurance plan
just for you. And when you feel secure, we do
too. For an in-depth review of your program,
call Eastern Insurance Group at 508-620-3412.

Williams Stone Company serves highway contractors and
curb setters across the Northeast with a wide variety of granite
curbing in finishes, sizes and detail components to complete
any project. All of it quarried and fabricated here in the U.S.
If you need all-natural, timeless, durable, economical granite
curbing for your project, then call us for the largest inventory,
friendliest service and fastest delivery – often within 72
hours – on most common curb sizes and varieties.

WS

Williams stone Company, inC.
1158 Lee-Westfield Road P.O. Box 278
East Otis, MA 01029-0278 Tel: (800)832-2052
info@williamsstone.com www.williamsstone.com
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Rough Terrain Cranes for all your hoisting needs from 8 to 80 tons
Bay Crane offering the northeast’s largest and most modern fleet of cranes, full service heavy lift, and project transportation.

New York; NY 718-392-0800
North Haven; CT 203 785 8000
Cumberland; RI 401-334-0006
Quincy; MA 617-990-6037
info@baycrane.com

Bay Crane of New York
11-02 43 Ave.
Long Island City, NY 11101
Phone: (718) 392-0800
Fax: (718) 349-6681

www.baycrane.com
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$138.3 million over
five years

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators To be determined

PfP tool forecast 26,000 ties repaired per year

Tracker target 26,000 ties repaired per year

Program performance:

This program repairs or replaces assets within the rail right of way (typically ties, rail, ballast, culverts, switches,
etc.) to avoid deterioration, keep or restore class of line, or maintain the line’s utility. Prioritization will reflect most
recent inspections, type of usage (ex: hazardous cargo), and any contractual or regulatory requirements for
action. This program is necessary to maintain a safe and reliable rail system.

Program purpose and need statement:

Track and right-of-way reliability
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The program addresses the maintenance, rehabilitation
and upkeep of existing RTA facilities or vehicles.

This program purchases vans and related equipment used
to provide transportation for the disabled and elderly by
Councils on Aging, the RTAs and non-profits.

Not established in Tracker

$17.5 million over
five years

To be determined

$50.1 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Number of organizations who attended
a training to participate in M.A.P.

Not established in Tracker - facility
condition (range)

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

RTA facility and
vehicle maintenance

Mobility Assistance
Program

Reliability programs for Transit
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This program replaces existing Regional Transit
Authorities’ (RTA) vehicles so that they meet state of good
repair standards.

This program is used to provide technical assistance to
support the transit program (grants management systems,
vehicle inspections, etc).

Not established in Tracker

$92.3 million over
five years

To be determined

$10.0 million over
five years

Other indicators

4.9)

FY2019-2023 program budget:

To be determined

Not established - demand response
vehicle age / revenue vehicle condition

PfP tool forecast 7.4 average fleet age in years (up from

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

RTA vehicle
replacement

Technical assistance
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Highway

$1,768.8

Aeronautics

$25.0 (millions)

Transit / RTA replacement facilities

Transit / RTA fleet upgrades
$0

$43.7

IT

$2,934.3

MBTA

$16.4

$0.0

$26.3

$2.3

$61.5

Registry / ATLAS

Registry / Kiosks

$31.1

Rail / Track and right-of-way modernization
$3.8

$15.0

Rail / Industrial rail access program

Registry / Customer service modernization

$13.3

Rail / Facility modernization

$265.0

$59.4

Rail

$250

$160.0
$104.0

$177.1

$14.2

$25.0

Transit / RTA facility and system modernization

$180.8

$19.5

$16.0
$10.0

$81.6

$50.0

$21.8

$25.0

MBTA / Process Improvements and Innovation

MBTA / Customer Experience and Technology

MBTA / AFC 2.0

MBTA / Red Line/Orange Line Improvements

MBTA / Commuter Rail Safety and Resiliency

MBTA / Risk Management and Mitigation

MBTA / Accessibility

Information Technology / Workforce productivity

Information Technology / Enterprise/BRP/automation

Information Technology / Customer digital experience

Highway / Allston multi-modal

Highway / Roadway reconstruction

Highway / Intersection improvements

Highway / Intelligent transportation systems

Highway / Complete streets

Highway / ADA retrofits

Aeronautics / Airport administration buildings

$67.5

RMV

$500

$42.7

Transit

$750

$637.5

$1,250

$4,941.4

Total SFY19-23

$1,000

$1,565.7

$1,418.6

Five-year program budget in millions

Modernization investments by program

BondLetor
Insurance
Problems?
us improve upon your current program.
We can help!

• Problem Obtaining Bonds? • Slow Service? • Uncompetitive Terms?
• Bid Bonds • Performance & Payment Bonds
• High Insurance Premiums? • Inadequate Coverage? • Poor Service?
• All Forms of Liability and Property Insurance
• Newton Johnson, President • Oscar B. Johnson, Executive Vice President
Christopher Clark, Account Executive

Eastern States Insurance
Insurance

Bonds

Employee Beneﬁts

Risk Management

50 Prospect Street | Waltham, Massachusetts 02453 | (781) 642-9000 | (781) 647-3670 fax | esia.com
ESI 6x3.75adv4.indd 1

12/11/09 3:13:09 PM

275 Washington St / Auburn, MA / (508) 832-3404
420 E St / Boston, MA / (617) 269-4800
3131 Cranberry Hwy / East Wareham, MA / (508) 759-9990
323 Meadow St / Chicopee, MA / (413) 535-0248
6 Commerce Blvd / Plainville, MA / (774) 847-9046
291 Salem St / Woburn, MA / (781) 376-9636
30 Freeway Drive / Cranston, RI / (401) 461-8020

Forming & Shoring
Rebar Fabrication
Sitework & Erosion Control
Concrete Repair & Restoration
Safety, Personal Protection & Tools
Tilt-Up construction products
Just One Call for all your construction materials!
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T.L. EDWARDS, INC.
Manufacturer and Installer of Bituminous Concrete Products

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

100 Wales Ave.-Rear, Avon, MA 02322 • Office: 508.583.2029 Plant: 508-587-6953
226 Nicks Rock Rd., Plymouth, MA 02360 • Scale House: 508-732-9148 Asphalt Plant: 508-732-9140
Loam/Sand/Stone/Gravel/Fill/Paving Products

Family owned & operated since 1947

In Massachusetts & New Hampshire
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• Hooksett • Rochester
• Keene

978.454.9105 Fax 978.805.9719 BroxIndustries.com
1471 Methuen Street, Dracut, MA 01826
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Not established in Tracker

$25.0 million over
five years

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators Goal is to address one building per year with this funding level

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:
This program builds or renovates airport administration buildings as
recommended by the 2010 Statewide Airport System Plan, which identified
17 airports that did not have existing, or adequate administration buildings.
This program is necessary to provide sufficient administrative spaces in
airports, which is integral to improving the safety, efficiency, and business
growth of the airport asset.

Airport Administration
Buildings

Modernization program for Aeronautics
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This program rewards communities that demonstrate a
commitment to embedding Complete Streets in their
policies and practices by providing them with technical
assistance and funding.

This program improves the condition and accessibility of
state owned sidewalks. This program is necessary to meet
obligations identified under the MassDOT ADA Transition
Plan.

2018 – 40% reduction from FY 12
2020 – 60% reduction from FY 12
Long term - 0 failed or missing

$50.0 million over
five years

Number of Complete Streets policies
to be enacted

$21.8 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Number of failed or missing curb
ramps on statewide inventory

Number of municipalities with
approved Complete Streets policies

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Under development

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Complete Streets

ADA Retrofits

Modernization programs for Highway
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Not established in Tracker

** Tracker target per 100 million vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
*Equivalent Property Damage Only

$180.8 million over
five years

To be determined

$81.6 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Travel time from Real Time Traffic
Management (RTTM)

PfP tool forecast Under development

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

2018 – 0.63 fatalities; 6 injuries*
2020 - 0.62 fatalities; 6 injuries*
Long term – move to zero

This program upgrades and improves traffic signals and
intersections. This program is necessary to meet safety
improvement targets.

This program supports innovative and new communication
equipment and information technology systems (signs,
cameras, sensors, etc.) designed to provide real time
traffic information to residents and visitors. This program is
necessary to improve our network of communication tools
to allow drivers to make better informed decisions
regarding travel options.

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Intersection
Improvements

Intelligent Transportation
Systems
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*For design and permitting; does not include construction.

$16 million over
five years*

To be determined

$1,418.6 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Pavement condition; crash data

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Not established in Tracker

Program performance:

Program performance:

Tracker target

This program reconstructs and realigns the Allston
interchange to improve safety for all transportation modes:
walking, cycling, driving, transit and to create a vibrant
Allston neighborhood reconnecting sections to each other
and to the Charles River.

This program improves the overall condition of roads, by
supporting both large and small state and municipal
investments. Nearly all of the projects in this program
include improvements to bicycle and pedestrian user
spaces.

Not established in Tracker

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Tracker target

Allston Multi-Modal
Implementation

Roadway
Reconstruction

Don’t dig yourself into trouble...
The Perfect Excavation:
• Pre-mark the location of intended
excavation using white stakes,
paint or flags.
• In MA, ME, NH and RI, notify Dig Safe®
at least 72 hours in advance - not
including weekends and holidays.
• In Vermont, notify Dig Safe®
at least 48 hours in advance - not
including weekends and holidays.
• Notify non-member facility owners.
• Maintain the marks placed by
underground facility owners.

• Use caution and dig by hand when
working within 18” of a marked facility.
• If a line is damaged, do not backfill.
Notify the affected utility company
immediately if the facility, its protective
coating, or a tracer wire is damaged.
• Call 911 if the damaged facility poses
a risk to public safety.
• Know your state’s excavation requirements.
Go to digsafe.com for educational material
and current laws.

Call

before you dig.
digsafe.com

Call Dig Safe®. It’s Smart, It’s Free, and It’s the Law.
CIM Construction Journal
Half Page Ad 2015.indd 2
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We produce it.
We pave it.

The Lane Construction Corporation is one of the largest asphalt producers in
the United States and ranks as the No. 3 Top Highway Contractor (ENR).
Westfield Plant | 311 East Mountain Road | Westfield, MA 01085 | 413.562.6711
www.LaneConstruct.com

Asphalt Paving • Excavating • Site Development
Hot Mix Asphalt
Lawrence-Lynch Corp.

White Bros. – Lynch Corp.

P.O. Box 913 • Falmouth, MA 02541

P.O. Box 155 • Oak Bluffs, MA 02557

396 Gifford Street • Falmouth, MA 02540

20 Vineyard Ave. • Oak Bluffs, MA 02557

PH 508-548-1800 • FX 508-457-1825

PH 508-693-0845 • FX 509-693-0312

Visit our website @ www.lawrencelynch.com
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This program implements risk management initiatives as
well as proactive efforts to improve workplace safety and
system security.

This program improves accessibility at MBTA commuter
rail, subway and bus stations. This program is necessary
to meet the goals of the Authority’s Plan for Accessible
Transit Infrastructure (“PATI”).

Not established - platform accessibility

$177.1 million over
five years

Implement MBTA Occupational Health
and Safety Program

$265.0 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Reduce barriers to accessibility

Not established in Tracker

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

2022

PfP tool forecast 87% of the stations ADA compliant by

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Risk Management and
Mitigation

Accessibility

Modernization programs for MBTA
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Not established in Tracker

$104.0 million over
five years

Under development

$25.0 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Under development

Not established in Tracker

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

Program performance:

This program includes improvement projects that
modernize the system and enhance customer experience.

This program includes investments in business process
improvements and innovations that enhance productivity or
quality of MBTA services and capital programs.

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Customer Experience
and Technology

Program purpose and need statement:

Process
Improvements and
Innovation
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FY2019-2023 program budget:
$1,565.7 million over
five years

FY2019-2023 program budget:

$160.0 million over
five years

Project-specific milestones

Other indicators

Other indicators

Project-specific milestones

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Not established in Tracker

Program performance:

Program performance:

Tracker target

The Red Line and Orange Line Improvement program
includes the set of vehicle and infrastructure investments
needed to fully modernize the fleet and achieve the service
goal of three minute headways on both lines.

The AFC 2.0 program will implement a new reliable and
convenient fare payment and collection system, integrated
across all modes, to replace CharlieCards/Tickets and
supporting hardware and software

Not established in Tracker

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Tracker target

Red Line/Orange Line
Improvements

AFC 2.0
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Not established in Tracker

Project-specific milestones

$637.5 million over
five years

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

Program performance:

This program includes projects that improve the safety and resiliency
of the Commuter Rail network, including the implementation of
Positive Train Control and Automatic Train Control.

Program purpose and need statement:

Commuter Rail Safety and Resiliency
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$15.0 million over
five years

To be determined

$13.25 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

To be determined

Not established in Tracker

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Not established in Tracker

Program performance:

Program performance:

Tracker target

This program makes investments in private sector rail lines
to leverage private investment that will increase freight rail
usage or will modernize an active line to increase the utility
to customers.

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

This program repairs or replaces rail facilities, specifically
rail yards and stations, to upgrade them to current industry
standards or maintain the facility’s utility. Prioritization of
projects in this program will reflect economic opportunities
for the line served, condition reports, type of risk/usage,
and any contractual or regulatory requirements for action
and consistency with the Statewide Rail Plan. This
program is necessary to maintain a safe, reliable, cost
effective, and modern rail system.

Industrial Rail Access
Program

Facility modernization

Modernization programs for Rail
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Not established in Tracker

$31.1 million over
five years

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators To be determined

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

Program performance:

This program repairs or replaces assets within the rail right of way (typically ties, rail, ballast, switches, etc.) to upgrade
their capacity to reflect current industry standards (i.e: weight capacity to 286,000 lbs) for the line and maintain the
line’s utility. Prioritization of projects in this program will reflect economic opportunities for the line, most recent
inspections, type of usage (ie: hazardous cargo), any contractual or regulatory requirements for action, and
consistency with the Statewide Rail Plan. A consultant has been retained to develop an asset management system for
Rail that will be used to inform future investment decisions.

Program purpose and need statement:

Track and right-of-way modernization

Protection starts here

and here.

DeSanctis Insurance Agency
Serving the Bonding and Insurance needs of the N.E. construction industry for over 40 years.

DeSanctis Insurance Agency, Inc.
100 Unicorn Park Drive
Woburn, MA 01801 (781) 935-8480 www.desanctisins.com
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Aon Risk Solutions
Construction Services Group

Managing Risk Takes More
Than Machinery
As the leading provider of risk solutions to the construction industry, Aon
Construction Services Group partners with clients to provide insighful
analysis, strategic direction and creative solutions backed by our dedicated
team of construction experts and the strength of Aon’s global network.
Let Aon Construction Services Group empower your growth, profit and continuity.
aon.com/construction
Kevin White, CEO
617.457.7717
Kevin.White@aon.com

Brian Driscoll, Managing Director
617.457.7668
brian.driscoll@aon.com

Paul Healy, National Contract Surety
617.457.7719
paul.healy@aon.com

Mark Herendeen, Surety
617.457.7715
mark.herendeen@aon.com

Michael Scott, Insurance
617.457.7699

Mark Toglia, Wrap-Up
617.457.7727
mark.toglia@aon.com

Risk. Reinsurance. Human Resources.
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This program allows for Regional Transit Authority fleet
growth. This program is necessary to meet service needs
or expansion.

This program improves or modernizes existing RTA
facilities, systems or equipment.

Not established in Tracker

$0.0 million over
five years

To be determined

$26.3 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

To be determined

Not established in Tracker

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

RTA fleet upgrades

RTA facility and
system modernization

Modernization programs for Transit
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$1,422.5

$488.7

(millions)

MBTA

Highway

$139.0

Rail
$60.0

OTP

OTP / Bicycle and Pedestrian Modal Implementation
Highway / Bicycle and pedestrian
Highway / Capacity
MBTA / Green Line Extension
MBTA / Expansion projects
Rail / South Coast Rail
Rail / Track and right-of-way expansion
Rail / Vehicle expansion

$2,110.2

SFY19-23

Total

$0

$0.0
$31.0
$250

$108.0

$58.0

$180.6

$60.0
$308.1

$500

$750

$1,000

$1,250

$1,500

$1,364.5

Five-year program budget in millions

Expansion investments by program
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This program adds new connections or expands the
existing transportation network.

This program constructs multi-use paths and other trails
that are independent from a roadway. In addition, this
program will meet future needs identified through the
ongoing statewide bicycle and pedestrian planning efforts.

Under development

$308.1 million over
five years

To be determined

$180.6 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

To be determined

Not established in Tracker

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

pedestrian facilities

PfP tool forecast 1,041 miles of off-road bicycle and

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Capacity

Bicycle and Pedestrian

Expansion programs for Highway
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The Green Line Extension program includes the vehicles,
stations and infrastructure to extend the Green Line from a
relocated Lechmere Station in East Cambridge to Union
Square in Somerville and College Avenue in Medford.

This program makes investments in targeted expansions in
order to improve access to transit, including the Silver Line
to Chelsea and Blue Hill Avenue Station on the Fairmount
Line and South Coast Rail.

Not established in Tracker

$1,364.5 million over
five years

To be determined

$58.0 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

To be determined

Not established in Tracker

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Program performance:

Green Line Extension

Expansion Projects

Expansion programs for MBTA
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Under development

$60.0 million over
five years

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators To be determined

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

Tracker target

Program performance:

Program purpose and need statement:
This program will meet needs identified through the statewide bicycle
and statewide pedestrian planning efforts. The plans address critical
needs around safety, accessibility, network connectivity and
maintenance.

Bicycle and Pedestrian
Multi-Modal Implementation

Expansion programs for OTP
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$31.0 million over
five years

To be determined

$0.0 million over
five years

Other indicators

FY2019-2023 program budget:

To be determined

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP tool

FY2019-2023 program budget:

Other indicators

PfP tool forecast Not forecasted in PfP

Not established in Tracker

Program performance:

Program performance:

Tracker target

This program repairs, replaces, or acquires rail equipment
(locomotives, coaches, ballast cars, light duty vehicles,
etc.) to expand existing rail services, including the addition
of passenger rail or freight rail. Prioritization will reflect
economic opportunities for the new service, consistency
with the Statewide Rail Plan, and any contractual or
regulatory requirements for action.

This program repairs or replaces assets within the rail right
of way (typically ties, rail, ballast, switches, etc.) to expand
existing rail services, including the addition of passenger
rail or freight rail. Prioritization of projects in the program
will reflect economic opportunities for the new service,
consistency with the Statewide Rail Plan, and any
contractual or regulatory requirements for action.

Not established in Tracker

Program purpose and need statement:

Program purpose and need statement:

Tracker target

Vehicles expansion

Track and right-of-way
expansion

Expansion programs for Rail

making it happen

Safety enhances production. Production demands safety. It’s how we operate.

508-478-0273 • 296 West St., Milford, MA 01757 • www.mainedrilling.com
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Strategic Legal Counsel.

Unmatched Industry Experience.

Hinckley Allen is one of the most experienced
construction law practices in the nation.
Our ability to provide value and deliver results through
strong relationships, practical legal advice and counsel
has earned us a first-tier national ranking in U.S. News
and World Report’s “Best Law Firms” for the
Litigation-Construction category.
We specialize in solving complex issues and provide
a full range of construction law and dispute resolution
expertise including Compliance, Crisis Response &
Management, Dispute Resolution, Government &
Internal Investigations, Procurement, Risk Management
& Surety and Transactions.

Attorneys at Law serving
Massachusetts from our office at:
28 State Street
Boston, MA 02109
617-345-9000
ALBANY

BOSTON

HARTFORD

MANCHESTER

© 2018 Hinckley, Allen & Snyder LLP. All rights reserved. Attorney Advertising.
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Jim Tuxbury

Hinckley, Allen & Snyder LLP

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court:
G4S Technology LLC v. Massachusetts Technology Park Corporation

,

n March 2016, a Massachusetts Suffolk
Superior, applying then-existing law, ruled that
a contractor that intentionally breached a
design- build contract by not timely paying
subcontractors forfeited its unrelated $14 million
breach of contract claims against the owner and
its recovery of the value of the work performed
under quantum meruit on a completed project. This
decision created a $14 million windfall for the
Court
owner. The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
recently reversed that decision, overruled existing
law, and held that a party that intentionally
breaches a construction contract yet substantially
performs a project may still recover the value of
work performed under quantum meruit.
Design-Build Project and Litigation: In 2011, G4S
Technology LLC (“G4S”) entered a $45.5 million
design–build
contract
with
Massachusetts
Technology Park Corporation (“MTPC”) for a 1,200mile fiber optic high-speed internet network in
western and north central Massachusetts.
The project was beset by delays, with each side
blaming the other. Nevertheless, on March 7, 2014,
G4S achieved substantial completion of the project.
Shortly thereafter G4S submitted a request for
equitable adjustment (“REA”). MTPC objected, and in
turn on August 15, 2014, issued a Notice of
Withholding of approximately $4 million relating to
delays allegedly caused by G4S. In September 2014,
G4S amended its REA to include $10 million for
extra time and costs that G4S incurred on the
project as a result of MTPC’s alleged failure to fulfill

its obligations under the contract. MTPC issued a
Certificate of Completion of the Work on January 20,
2015.
Then in 2015, G4S filed a lawsuit against MTPC
alleging breach of contract, breach of warranty and
quantum meruit. G4S alleged that MTPC owed over $
4 million on the $45.5 million contract price and
that MTPC improperly denied G4S’s $10 million REA.
Before there was any trial, MTPC moved for
summary judgment on the ground that G4S had
intentionally breached the subcontractor payment
provisions in the design-build contract and therefore
G4S was precluded from pursuing its own unrelated
breach of contract claims against MTPC. In the
contract, with each payment request on the project,
G4S submitted releases that certified that its
subcontractors were paid amounts owed as of the
date of each release. MTPC alleged that G4S had
consistently not paid its subcontractors on time and
yet provided inaccurate certifications to the contrary
to MTPC. Further MTPC alleged that G4S breached
the contract provision that required G4S to timely
pay its subcontractors. Despite the evidence of late
payments to subcontractors, all subcontractors were
paid on the project, no subcontractors demanded direct
payment from the owner, and the subcontractors did not
shut down or walk off the job.
Nevertheless and applying then-existing law, the
Superior Court agreed with MTPC and held that G4S
could not pursue it $14 million damages claim
under the design-build contract because G4S did not
completely and strictly perform. The Superior Court
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did not consider whether G4S’s breach of the
subcontractor payment provision was a material
breach. The Superior Court also held that G4S
could not recover under quantum meruit because
an intentional breach of the contract precluded a
finding that G4S acted in good faith, a necessary
element of a quantum meruit claim.
G4S appealed that decision to the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court. Several construction
industry trade associations filed an amicus brief
with the Court to express the view that the Court
should overrule existing law to ensure that when a
contractor fully performs, that contractor should
at least receive fair compensation for the value of
work performed.
SJC Decision: On June 12, 2018, the Massachusetts

Supreme Judicial Court reinstated G4S’s claim
against MTPC for $14 million under quantum
meruit. The SJC, however, affirmed the Superior
Court’s decision to dismiss G4S’s contract claim.
On the breach of contract claim, the Court
affirmed that complete and strict performance is
still required under construction contracts. But
the Court clarified that that requirement only
applies to the “design and construction” terms of
the contract. For all other contract terms in a
construction contract that are “subsidiary to or
supportive of the design and construction” terms,
ordinary contract principles apply, including the
materiality analysis.
In the G4S case, the Court held that the contract
provision
requiring
G4S
to
timely
pay
subcontractors was a subsidiary term and
therefore
traditional
contract
analysis
of
materiality would apply to assess whether the
G4S’s alleged breach fore- closed G4S’s right to
seek payment from MTPC under the contract.
Applying that analysis, the Court held that G4S’s
breach was material and therefore G4S was barred
from pursuing a breach of contract claim against
MTPC.

of older cases to hold that a party that
intentionally breaches a construction contract can
still recover the value of work performed under
quantum meruit. Previously quantum meruit
recovery was available only for a party that
substantially per- formed and did so in good faith.
The Court ruled in G4S that the good faith
obligation applies to the “contract as a whole” so
that an intentional breach in bad faith will not
foreclose that party’s right to recover under
quantum meruit. The SJC held that trial court’s
primary focus should be the value of the benefit
conferred. The SJC held that when faced with a
claim for quantum meruit recovery the trial court
must examine: the individual breaches in the
context of the contract as a whole; the value of
uncompensated work; the damage cause by the
intentional breach; the total performance by the
parties; and the equities to achieve a just result.
With that new guidance, the SJC remanded the G4S
case to the trial court and in- structed the trial
court to conduct further fact finding on G4S’s
quantum meruit claim.
Takeaways: The G4S decision significantly
impacts future construction project disputes in
several ways. First, the Court affirmed and
clarified the scope of the strict compliance
obligations in construction contracts, which will
provide greater certainty to contracting parties.
This case also will reduce the risk of unjust and
substantial windfalls. Under the prior law, MTPC
was the beneficiary of a $14 million windfall,
receiving a completed project that was arguably
worth $55 million for the price of $41 million.
This decision prevents that type of unjust
windfall. Most importantly, the SJC decision allows
a contractor that substantially performs a
construction project to expect to be compensated
for the value of that work. By ensuring that the
law embodies this commonsense principle, the SJC
decision in the G4S case will benefit all
constituents in the construction industry and help
ensure just and equitable dispute outcomes.

Despite that, the Court held G4S could recover for
the value of the work performed under quantum
meruit. Most importantly, the SJC overruled a line
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By Nick Goldstein

W

Vice President of Regulatory & Legal Issues

hen it comes to the nation’s defense, the
federal government typically seeks to
employ the best available products and
technology to accomplish the mission.
We want our military and intelligence agencies
equipped to have every advantage in their quest to
protect the safety of our citizens and the men and
women who defend us.

So why is it that when it comes to highway safety
and construction a World War I-era federal rule is
being allowed to stifle the use of federal tax dollars
to purchase innovative products that also could save
lives, prevent injuries and upgrade the nation’s
transportation infrastructure?
There is no good reason.
That’s why in March, ARTBA formally petitioned the
U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) to
repeal a 1916 federal procurement rule that
prohibits state and local governments from using
patented or proprietary products on highway and
bridge projects that receive federal funding, unless
those products qualify under limited exceptions.
ARTBA is being assisted in the petition action by the
Washington, D.C., law firm, Venable, LLP. The
Venable team is led by former U.S. Secretary of
Transportation James Burnley.
The rule—23 CFR 635.411—was adopted by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, which then managed the
nascent federal-aid highway program, over the
strong objections of both the American Road
Builders Association, as ARTBA was then known,
and the American Association of State Highway
Officials, now AASHTO.
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Impeding Innovation
In its filing, ARTBA points out that since many new
technologies—particularly
those
marking
a
significant advance in quality, performance, or
durability—incorporate intellectual property, the
rule has inevitably impeded the development and
deployment of many new products from the
federally-aided market.
It cites examples including the use of composite
materials and disc bearings for bridges, moveable
traffic barriers, higher visibility signage and
breakaway sign posts.
The association’s petition argues the rule was not
directed by the governing statute, the 1916 FederalAid Road Act, nor was it ever subject to the
Administrative Procedures Act’s rigorous public
notice and comment requirements. It further says
there does not appear to be any factual record or
official federal proceedings to support an objective
rationale for the rule. ARTBA also noted other
federal agencies, including the U.S. Department of
Defense, the Coast Guard and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, have set up
procurement systems that allow for the appropriate
use of sole source contracts for patented or
proprietary products to accomplish their missions.

What’s Next
As mentioned, ARTBA has opposed the proprietary
products rule since “Day One.” But the current
initiative to repeal it wasn’t just hatched on a whim.
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The association ramped up activity to force change
over the past decade.
In 2007, ARTBA organized an industry meeting at
the USDOT headquarters in Washington with the
FHWA administrator and top agency staff to discuss
our concerns with 23 CFR 635.411. That led to
agency “guidance” to its field offices and the states
that proved ineffectual.
In 2008, ARTBA advanced a resolution through the
AASHTO-AGC-ARTBA Joint Committee—which was
subsequently approved by the boards of the three
organizations—urging Congress to pass legislation
that would direct the Secretary of Transportation to
approve the use of patented and proprietary
products certified by the states to provide
significant benefits to the public.

At that time, ARTBA members and industry allies
will be able to support the petition by creating a
public record detailing the types of products the
rule helps block from use in the federal-aid highway
program and the benefits it thus denies taxpayers.
“This regulation is a relic of antiquated early 20th
century thinking,” ARTBA President Pete Ruane says.
“It is out of step with the Federal Highway
Administration’s (FHWA) support for the
development and procurement of the best products
on the market. Repealing it would spur the use of
new technology and materials that help save lives
and upgrade the quality of our highways and
bridges.”

At the 2015 Dr. J. Don Brock TransOvation™
Workshop, ARTBA members considered the issue in
a session titled “Breaking Down Barriers:
Accelerating Innovation in Transportation
Construction.” The FHWA administrator, top agency
staff, and several state DOT officials were present
for the discussion. It prompted the FHWA in 2016 to
launch a national review of “Patented & Proprietary
Products in Federal Aid Projects.” ARTBA was asked
to gather input on the issue. An ARTBA Task Force
developed a white paper, which pointed out that
deploying innovation, technology, and process
improvements to deliver transportation projects in a
safer, less costly, and faster manner has been a
stated USDOT priority for more than 20 years.
ARTBA also participated in series of roundtable
discussions on the topic as part of the federal
agency’s “Every Day Counts” program.
In 2017, ARTBA included the proprietary products
rule in its outline of regulatory reforms for the new
Trump administration to consider. The
administration has made the repeal of such rules a
top priority. If the USDOT accepts the ARTBA
petition, the agency would formally propose to
withdraw the rule, seeking public comment.
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By Matt Cummings
& Paul Yarossi

Y

ARTBA Chairman
ARTBA Foundation Chairman

ou’ve been hearing a lot about safety on
the highways. You should hear a great deal
more. This is one subject which cannot be
over emphasized… It is a grave national
situation and one in which we all have a part. It is
not an overstatement to say that your life may
depend on it.”
Doesn’t this sound like a statement you might have
heard recently from an ARTBA volunteer or senior
staff? Think again.

It’s from a 1945 column in “Road Builder’s News” by
then American Road Builders Association (ARBA)
Engineer-Director Charles M. Upham. He explains
further the association “for more than 20 years has
stressed the need for greater safety on our highways
and has worked to bring it about.”
Upham’s column makes clear at least three things.
First, ARTBA’s leadership and commitment to
improving roadway safety for motorists and
workers has been a key part of the mission since the
association’s 1902 founding. Second, as an advocacy
organization, the quest for “better and safer roads”
truly never ends. Third, all of the association’s
safety initiatives wouldn’t happen without the
intellectual and financial contributions, and
personal involvement of its volunteer leaders.
Road safety topics and products were part of the
program in 1909 when the American Road Makers
(ARM) launched the “Road Show”—the forerunner to
today’s CONEXPO-CONN/AGG. ARBA was a key
participant in the 1940s-era “President’s Highway
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Safety Conferences,” hosted by former association
member Harry S. Truman.
In the
1960s,
the
association supported
establishment of the U.S. Department of
Transportation and its oversight on safety matters.
In 1979, industry leaders launched ARTBA’s Traffic
Safety Industry Division to provide a home for
manufacturers of roadway safety hardware,
including barricades
and
barriers,
signage,
pavement markings, crash cushions, and other
temporary traffic control devices. Creation of the
Transportation Safety Advisory Council, and Safety
& Insurance Committee soon followed.
In 1985, ARTBA hosted the first National
Conference on Highway Work Zone Safety in
partnership with FHWA and the American
Association of State Highway & Transportation
Officials (AASHTO). This led to a second conference
in 1994, and out of its proceedings, emerged the
idea of a National Work Zone Safety Information
Clearinghouse (www.workzonesafety.org) to serve as
a centralized information resource aimed at
improving motorist and worker safety in these sites.
The ARTBA Foundation won the FHWA contract to
create such a facility in 1997. More than 20 years
later, the Clearinghouse has become the world’s
largest online resource on road construction safety,
with helpful materials available in seven languages.
Along the way, under contracts from FHWA and
OSHA, the ARTBA Foundation has also provided
safety training for more than 100,000 industry
professionals.
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safety training for more than 100,000 industry
professionals.
The latest example of innovative leadership is found
in the 2016 launch of the ARTBA Foundation’s
Safety Certification for Transportation Project
Professionals™ (SCTPP) program, which you will
learn more about in the pages of this issue’s annual
“Safety Source.”
This certification exam tests knowledge of industry
established core competencies necessary to
recognize and mitigate potential hazards to those in
and around transportation project sites. Most
notably, in early May, the SCTPP program earned the
“gold standard” of professional credentialing with
international accreditation from the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI). It’s a milestone
achievement that we believe will help propel the
program to the next level.

We strongly encourage you to engage your firm’s
key employees in the certification program.
Bolstering the number of “safety certified eyes and
ears” on transportation project sites is the
industry’s collective responsibility. As Charles
Upham reminds us, “this is one subject which
cannot be over emphasized.”
Matt Cummings is executive vice president at
AECOM. Paul Yarossi is executive vice president at
HNTB.

Everyone in our industry owes a huge debt of
gratitude to three driving forces—David Walls
(Austin Industries), Ross Myers (Allan Myers) and
David Zachry (Zachry Corporation)—for providing
the leadership “muscle” to get the certification
launched. We also salute the safety experts and Csuite executives from the following organizations
who shaped the program’s scope and created the
exam questions:
• Arch Insurance
Group

• Laborers’ Training &
Education Fund

• Ash Grove

• Lane Construction

• Astec Industries

• Liberty Mutual Insurance

• Barriere Construction • National Asphalt Pavement
Association
• Cargo Transporters
• National Institute for
• CRH Americas
Occupational Safety &
Health
• Granite Construction
• HNTB

• The Vecellio Group
• Virginia Tech
• Wagman Heavy Civil
• WSP USA

• Plastic Safety Systems

• Kiewit Infrastructure •
Group
•
• Laborers’ Health &
Safety Fund of North
•
America

Superior Construction
Texas Department of
Transportation
The Center for Construction
Research & Training
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SAVE THE DATE: 9.13.18
CHAIRMAN’S RECEPTION
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Keep Your Life Insurance When
You Retire
Some good reasons to retain it.

By Todd J. McDonald, Certified Family Business Specialist, Broadstone Advisors, LLC

Do you need a life insurance policy
in retirement?
One school of thought says no. The kids are
grown, and the need to financially insulate
the household against the loss of a
breadwinner has passed.
If you are thinking about dropping your
coverage for either or both of those
reasons, you may also want to consider the
excellent reasons to retain, obtain, or
convert a life insurance policy after you
retire. It may be the best decision once you
take these factors into account.

Could you make use of your
policy’s cash value?
If you have a whole life policy, you might
want to utilize that cash in response to
certain retirement needs. Long-term care,
for example: you could explore converting
the cash in your whole life policy into a new
policy with a long-term care rider, which
might even be doable without tax
consequences. If you have income needs,
many insurers will let you surrender a
whole life policy you have held for some
years and arrange an income contract with
the cash value. You can pull out the cash,
tax-free, as long as the amount withdrawn

is less than the
amount paid
into the policy.
Remember, though, that withdrawing (or
taking a loan against) a policy’s cash value
naturally reduces the policy’s death
benefit.1

Do you receive a “single life”
pension?
Maybe a pension-like income comes your
way each month or quarter, from a former
employer or through a private income
contract with an insurer. If you are married
and there is no joint-and-survivor option on
your pension, that income stream will dry
up if you die before your spouse dies. If you
pass away early in your retirement, this
could present your spouse with a serious
financial dilemma. If your spouse risks
finding themselves in such a situation,
think about trying to find a life insurance
policy with a monthly premium equivalent
to the difference in the amount of income
your household would get from a joint-andsurvivor pension as opposed to a single life
pension.2
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Will your estate be taxed?

Do you have burial insurance?

Should the value of your estate end up
surpassing federal or state estate tax
thresholds, then life insurance proceeds
may help to pay the resulting taxes and
help your heirs avoid liquidating some
assets.

The death benefit of your life insurance
policy could partly or fully pay for the
costs linked to your funeral or memorial
service. In fact, some people buy small life
insurance policies later in life in
preparation for this need.2

Are you carrying a mortgage?

Keeping your permanent life policy
may allow you to address these
issues.

If you have refinanced your home or
borrowed to buy a home, a life insurance
payout could potentially relieve your heirs
from shouldering some or all of that debt if
you die with the mortgage still
outstanding.2

Alternately, you may seek to renew or
upgrade your existing term coverage.
Consult an insurance professional you
know and trust for insight.

Todd J. McDonald is a Certified Family Business Specialist and founder of Broadstone Advisors, LLC,
based in Albany, NY. Todd may be reached directly at 518.449.4527 or via email at
tmcdonald@financialguide.com.
Todd J. McDonald is a registered representative of and offers securities, investment advisory services
and financial planning through MML Investors Services, LLC, Member SIPC. Supervisory office: 24
Century Hill Drive, Suite 105, Latham, NY 12110 (518) 220-3000 Broadstone Advisors, LLC is not a
subsidiary or affiliate of MML Investors Services, LLC or its affiliated companies. CA Insurance License
No. OE94467.
This material was prepared by MarketingLibrary.Net Inc., and does not necessarily represent the views
of the presenting party, nor their affiliates. This information has been derived from sources believed to
be accurate. Please note - investing involves risk, and past performance is no guarantee of future
results. The publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional services. If
assistance is needed, the reader is advised to engage the services of a competent professional. This
information should not be construed as investment, tax or legal advice and may not be relied on for the
purpose of avoiding any Federal tax penalty. This is neither a solicitation nor recommendation to
purchase or sell any investment or insurance product or service, and should not be relied upon as such.
All indices are unmanaged and are not illustrative of any particular investment.

Citations.
1 - forbes.com/sites/forbesfinancecouncil/2018/03/06/using-life-insurance-for-retirement-purposes/
[3/6/18]
2 - nasdaq.com/article/4-reasons-to-carry-life-insurance-in-retirement-cm946820 [4/12/18]
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2018 WOMEN LEADERS IN
TRANSPORTATION DESIGN
& CONSTRUCTION AWARDS
PROGRAM
The Ethel S. Birchland Lifetime Achievement Award
The Glass Hammer Award
The Future Industry Leader Spotlight Award
SUBMISSION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, AUG. 3
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WOMEN LEADErS IN TrANSPOrTATION DESIGN & CONSTrUCTION AWArDS PrOGrAM

2.

Purpose
Established in 2010 by ARTBA Chairman Bill Cox, the Women
Leaders in Transportation Design and Construction Council
“promotes leadership and career advancement for women in the
industry through mentoring, recognition, educational activities
and networking.”
The Women Leaders in Transportation Design & Construction
Awards Program was established to recognize and honor
extraordinary efforts of individuals, companies and public
agencies that have demonstrated leadership and dedication to
innovation in the transportation design construction fields as well
as the promotion of women leaders within the industry.

Supporting Documentation
Additional documentation that is recommended and to be used
by the judges, may include, but is not limited to (limit five files
submitted online):
• Biographical sketch
• Resume
• News articles
• List of awards or citations
• Published works

APPLY ONLINE NOW!

Nominations & Criteria

www.artba.org/foundation/awards-scholarships

Anyone can nominate a candidate. ARTBA membership is not
required. All nominations must be submitted online
Applicable nomination fees for the “Glass Hammer Award” and
the “Ethel S. Birchland Award” can be paid by credit card through
our online store or checks can be made payable to ARTBA. Please
mention in the memo line of the check which award you are
applying for and mail to:
WLTDC Awards Competition
c/o Accounts Receivable
ARTBA
250 E Street, S.W., Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20024
Nominations will be considered for the following three awards:
1.

The “Ethel S. Birchland Lifetime Achievement Award”
This category includes a $300 application fee.
Named after Ethel S. Birchland, who served as ARTBA’s
executive director from 1924 to 1928, this award is given to at
least one woman who has demonstrated outstanding
leadership and long-term service in the transportation
design and construction industry’s public or private sectors.
Particular focus is given to the individual’s dedication to the
advancement of innovation and other women leaders.

Required Materials
1. Nominations should be written in a 500 words or less essay
format and must address the following items in separate
paragraphs:
A) Highlight the record of professional achievement over
the length of a career.
B) Spell out significant contributions to industry
associations and/or community organizations.
C) Detail activities aimed at advancing innovation and
women leaders.
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High-quality electronic image of the individual being
nominated (300dpi or higher, JPEG, TIFF, or high-quality
PDF are acceptable.)

2.
1.

“The Glass Hammer Award”
This category includes a $500 application fee.
It is given annually to at least one company in the transportation
construction industry that has innovative programs and
activities directed at successfully promoting women leaders
within their organization. Extra credit is given to those firms
that also promote women leadership within the associations
and community organizations they financially support.

Required Materials
Nominations should be written in a 500 words or less essay format
and must address the following items in separate paragraphs:
A) Describe specific corporate initiatives that have
promoted women leaders within the firm and quantify
how many have benefited.
B) Emphasize any company programs aimed at
promoting women leaders in industry-related
associations or local community groups.
Supporting Documentation
Additional documentation that is recommended and to be used
by the judges, may include, but is not limited to (limit four files
submitted online):
• News articles
• List of awards or citations

APPLY ONLINE NOW!

www.artba.org/foundation/awards-scholarships
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1.
3.

“Future Industry Leader Spotlight Award”
Self-nominations are preferred for this category.
The award is given annually to bring national industry
attention to two women students enrolled in undergraduate
or graduate studies at a U.S. college or university who have
thus far achieved an outstanding academic record and
demonstrated extraordinary leadership skills within and
outside the academic environment. Candidates may be
pursuing a degree in any discipline germane to the business
of transportation design and construction.

All students who are currently enrolled in a university are eligible,
but must submit the following items online:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

A current resume
A complete college transcript demonstrating a GPA of 3.0 or
higher
An accompanying cover letter that explains:
A) The student’s plans for an industry career
B) Highlight specific leadership roles and activities on
campus
C) Highlight specific leadership roles as a student in
construction industry-related associations or in the local
community
Two letters of recommendation from university professors or
employers within the transportation field.
High-quality electronic image of the person being nominated
(300dpi or higher). JPEG, TIFF, or high-quality PDF are
acceptable.

When are nominations due?
Nomination materials must be submitted online and
application fees must be received no later than Aug. 3
No exceptions after this date.

Selection notification
Winners will be notified by Sept. 3.
Award winners will be recognized during a special luncheon held
in conjunction with ARTBA’s National Convention later this fall.

Questions?
Contact ARTBA’s Allison Klein at aklein@artba.org, or Eileen
Houlihan at ehoulihan@artba.org or 202.289.4434.

Supporting Documentation
Additional documentation that is recommended and to be used
by the judges, may include, but is not limited to (limit five files
submitted online):
• Biographical sketch
• News articles
• List of awards or citations
• Published works
If the student wishes, his/her resume will be placed in an online
database that is available to HR professionals at industry firms.

APPLY ONLINE NOW!

www.artba.org/foundation/awards-scholarships
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EJ is driven by unparalleled customer care,
exceptional solutions, global expertise, and
local understanding. We are EJ.

Learn more at ejco.com or call 800 626 4653
East Jordan Iron Works is now EJ

DO IT YOUR WAY. Do it when you want. Do it where you want. But do it right. It’s easy, with the Milton
CAT QuicKit. • The QuicKit is a special Do-It-Yourself maintenance package, tailored by machine model
and by service interval, and shipped directly to where the service
needs to be performed. It includes all filters and parts required;
engine oil sample kit; “How to” manual; PM checklist; inspection
forms and more.

Order online at www.miltoncat.com/parts/quickit or call 888-347-3449.

